Space Peace Charter
All countries should sign it showing maturity and humanity



Space exploration should be regulated



peace as the respect for human values should be the basic law to
apply to Space exploration



everything possible should be done to prevent Space from becoming
a new battlefield for competing countries or individuals



no part of Space or any part of a planet or a planet as such should
be claimed by any single country or an individual



Space exploration should be supervised by an independent agency
called the Space Peace Agency or SPA. It should represent all
nations in a democratic way. All member countries should agree to
the Space Peace Charter



proceeds from Space exploration - after deducting exploration costs
- are to be transferred to the Space Peace Fund to finance projects
aimed at peace in all its forms on planet Earth



Space exploration should not be seen as a way to strengthen the
power or domination of one country or a group of countries in
particular



Space exploration should be a means to enhance the well-being of
Earth’s population as a whole, as well as to restore Nature and to
repair damage inflicted on it



Space exploration should not aim at bringing raw materials to Earth
that damage its population and/or Nature



Space exploration should not aim at continuing processes on Earth
that are damaging to its population and/or Nature



Space exploration requires Humankind to show maturity. Maturity is
the respect of human values. Solidarity is a priority value. Solidarity
is the only way to peace and justice in a world with a sustainable
future
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the Space Peace Fund should finance projects aimed at solving
Earth’s problems on a worldwide scale: poverty, Nature degradation,
low appreciation of human values, crime, war, conflicts...



the Space Peace Fund should finance and foster research and
development into Earth’s problems and it should bring together the
brightest minds in a joint effort of world solidarity - with people and
with Nature



the Space Peace Fund should finance the development of clean and
renewable sources of energy to the benefit of all countries



the Space Peace Fund should finance a worldwide large-scale
campaign to promote human values and especially solidarity among
nations and people



the Space Peace Fund should finance research into how to enhance
the well-being of people without damaging Nature and making
people into semi-automated producers and consumers



Space is to be kept free of weapons unless they are needed to
defend Humankind against possible aggressive aliens



if Humankind encounters aliens, all should be done to try and
establish dialogue and cooperation



Space is a place Humankind can never expect to fully understand. It
should be respected and not be treated with neglect and arrogance



Space offers no quick solution to Humankind’s problems. Yet, the
best and only option towards a better and more just future is the
joint effort of all nations and peoples to show the best of
Humankind: launching the biggest solidarity campaign ever and not
making Space into a new battlefield.
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